The Kerr family of solutions of the Einstein and Einstein-Maxwell equations is the most general class of solutions known at present which could represent the field of a rotating neutral or electrically charged body in asymptotically flat space. When the charge and specific angular momentum are small compared with the mass, the part of the manifold which is stationary in the strict sense is incomplete at a Killing horizon. Analytically extended manifolds are constructed in order to remove this incompleteness. Some general methods for the analysis of causal behavior are described and applied. It is shown that in all except the spherically symmetric cases there is nontrivial causality violation, i.e. , there are closed timelike lines which are not removable by taking a covering space; moreover, when the charge or angular momentum is so large that there are no Killing horizons, this causality violation is of the most flagrant possible kind in that it is possible to connect any event to any other by a future-directed timelike line. Although the symmetries provide only three constants of the motion, a fourth one turns out to be obtainable from the unexpected separability of the Hamilton-Jacobi equation, with the result that the equations, not only « geodesics but also of charged-particle orbits, can be integrated completely in terms of explicit quadratures.
INTRODUCTION
' PROBABLY the most important problems in general relativity today are those concerning the singularities and other pathological features arising in gravitational collapse. Because of the scanty nature of the experimental evidence in its favor, the acceptability or the unacceptability of Einstein's theory must depend largely on whether its theoretical predictions seem reasonable or not.
A great deal is now known about the gravitational collapse to a curvature singularity of a spherically symmetric body. However, virtually nothing is known about collapse in more general circumstances, where angular momentum is present for example, except that by the results of Penrose' and Hawking' 4 singular behavior of some sort must be expected to remain. For this reason it is interesting to examine the properties of the Kerr family of gravitational fields from this point of view since these are the only solutions of Einstein's equations known at present which could represent the exterior field of a rotating body in asymptotically Oat space.
It will be shown that the ringlike curvature singularities in the inner parts of the Kerr fields are comparatively innocuous (they are in fact invisible except in the equatorial direction) in contrast with the all-embracing curvature singularity in the Schwarzschild solution. On the other hand, there is a very complicated topological behavior and a complete and unavoidable breakdown of the causality principle. ' R. Penrose, Phys. Rev. Letters 14, 57 (1965 
PHYSICAL AND TOPOLOGICAL STRUCTURE A. Metric Form
The original and, for many purposes, the most useful form of the Kerr family of solutions of the source-free Einstein-Maxwell equations is given in terms of coordinates I, r, 0, and y which can be interpreted most simply and naturally on a manifold formed by taking the topological product of a 2-plane on which I and r are Cartesian coordinates running from -oa to + oa and a 2-sphere on which 8 and p are ordinary spherical coordinates (y is periodic with period 2sr, and 0 runs from 0 to sr). The covariant form of the metric tensor is i560 B RAN DON CARTE R expressed in terms of three parameters, m, e, and a, by ds'= p'd0' 2a -sin'0drd q7+2drdu +p s[(r'+a')' -Aa' sin'0$ sin'0dp' -2ap '(2mr -e') sin'0d pdu -[1 -p '(2mr -e') ]du', (1) and the corresponding covariant form of the electromagnetic field tensor is F = 2ep '[(r' as coss0-) dr n du 2a-'r cos0 sin0d0 n, du -a sin'0(r' -a' cos'8)dr A dq +2ar(r'+a') cos0 sin0d0A dy j, (2) where the abbreviations fore are not hypersurface-orthogonal. It was by making use of these structural properties of the Acyl tensor, and speci6cally looking for non-hypersurface-orthogonal It can be easily seen from (10) and (11) 
which is formally identical to the original Kerr-Newman form. The transformation between the two KerrNewman. forms can be given directly as du+dw=2(r'+a')6 'dr, d&p+dp=2ad 'dr.
(16) (») In the case when the zeros of & coincide, i.e. , when a'+e2=m' so that r+ r=m, we ca-n -proceed directly to the extended manifold. The transformations (16) and (17) give rise to complete ranges of the new coordinates in each of the regions r)m and r(m, and they therefore describe two distinct extensions applying to each of these regions separately. By performing these two types of extension alternately, one can build up an extended manifold consisting of an infinite sequence of (N, r, 8, y) patches, labelled . , (ri, -), (v+1, -), linked transversely by a symmetrically arranged sequence of (w, r, 8, p) -- (35) Since it does not depend explicitly on P, the Hamiltonian is automatically a constant of the motion, and it is apparent that it is this constant which is determined by the normalizing condition (33). Thus dSe/dg=+0, dS,/dr= 6 '(P+gR),
where the functions O(8), P(r), R(r) are defined by O~= Q -cos20ga2(p2 -E2)+CP sin~0) P = E(r'+a') Ca+ «r, -
Thus both sides must be equal to a new constant of the motion, which we shall denote by X. It can be seen from the form of the right-hand side that X must be positive whenever p is real, i.e. , for all particle orbits and timelike or null geodesics. Using the relations P&= BS/Bg and P"=BS/Br, it may be related directly to the momenta in the form (56) and where it has been convenient to define a new con-"S. C. D i, Pm . Ro . So . (Lo do ) A249, 180 (1958) stant Q related to the others by S. C. Darwin, Proc. Roy. Soc. (I,ondon) A263, 39 (1961) .
"J.C. Graves and D. R. Brill, Phys. Rev. 120, 1507 (1960 . 
where +O~and gR may take either sign independently, but where, once a choice has been made, it must be used consistently in all four equations, and where the lower limits of integration may be chosen quite independently in each term.
For many purposes this information is more conveniently expressed in terms of the first-order differential system:
These equations can be reexpressed in terms of the (m, r, 8, tp) coordinates given by (16) and (17) as (62) +a(aE sin'8 -C) r'+a'f
of the Eqs. (62) and (63), than from (58) and (59) directly. Thus although this coupled form is not suitable for explicit evaluation, it shows clearly that no question of incompleteness can arise where O~o r R has a double )g» 
which may be obtained either from the explicitly integrated form t'(58) to (61)) or else directly from (44), (45), (48) It is not easy to give such a complete description of the motion of the r coordinate, because the corresponding governing function R(r) is a quartic in the full sense:
The odd-power terms do not drop out as they do for 0~(8). Nevertheless, it is possible without much trouble to reach some interesting conclusions.
The function R(r) may be expanded in the form R = (E' p2) r'+ 2 (p22-22+ eeE) r' + Pa2E2 -c2+e2 (e2 -p2) -a2p2 -Q5r2 +2$2N (aE 4)'+ sea(a-E C')+2NQ5r--"(aE-C)' -(a'+e')Q (76) Case (1) If this holds as a strict inequality, it is a sufhcient condition for the singularity to be attainable from suKciently close points on the equator on either side, whereas if it holds as an equality the singularity will in general be attainable from one side only (although there will be exceptional cases when the energy is such that either the quartic or the cubic term vanishes). In the particular case of timelike geodesics (e=O, p')0), the inequality (80) cannot be satisfied at all except in the Schwarzschild limit when e and a both vanish. In the case of null geodesics (e=O, p=O), strict equality holds in (80) but the singularity can be reached from either side because the cubic term in (79) (However, in spite of this apparent effect the existence or lack of symmetry may not be as important as it appears, for the Taub-N. U.T. space which has been discussed by Misner" is much more highly symmetric than the Kerr solution, aod yet its global behavior is in some ways worse: It has geodesics which are incomplete in a region which is locally nonsingular, and it also has closed timelike lines confined within any neighborhood, no matter how thin, of the causality horizon of the wellbehaved part, whereas in the Kerr solutions, in the cases when there are causality horizons (at r= r ), any closed timelike line must at some stage penetrate deeply into the bad part beyond these horizons. )
All these things suggest that the breakdown in general relativity may be of a global rather than (or as well as) of a local nature, in which case it is very serious indeed. If this turns out to be the case then one will not be able to expect to cure the trouble by minor modifications significant only in regions of high curvature, so that the whole theory might have to be abandoned, or at least drastically reformulated.
